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Using in situ hybridisation to the giant chromosomes of salivary glands, mdg-1 mobile element polymorphism was
studied in individuals of Drosophila melanogaster from a mass-mated population and from inbred lines established
from this population (analysed at the 15th, 27th and 35th generations). The number of mdg-1 copies and the number
of heterozygous insertion sites were estimated in the expected hybrids, which resulted from theoretically crossing the
inbred lines. The mean number of labelling sites in hybrids that originated from lines from the 35th generation was
equal to 305 and was similar to the value observed in the initial population. An average proportion of heterozygous
sites of 085 (with a range from 062 to 0.96), and an average number of copies of 35 (29 to 44) were found in these
hybrids. These values may be considered as valid estimates of the values in the initial population. Other measurements
of genetic heterogeneity, determined on the mass-mated population and the inbred lines, are proposed and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

It is now well established that many species contain
families of mobile DNA sequences that play an
important role in the construction of an
individual's genome. However, experimental data
on the distribution of such mobile elements in the
chromosomes of various populations is just
beginning to appear (for Drosophila melanogaster
see Gvozdev, 1981; Montgomery and Langley,
1983; Belyaeva et al., 1984; Biémont et a!., 1985;
Biémont, 1986; Biémont and Aouar, 1986). The
main result is that a constant average copy number
of elements is set up in mass-mated Drosophila
populations, while the position of the elements on
the chromosomes shows great variability.

According to some theoretical models of the
population dynamics of transposable elements
(Brookfield, 1982; Charlesworth, 1983; Char-
lesworth and Charlesworth, 1983; Langley,
Brookfield and Kaplan, 1983, Charlesworth and
Langley, 1986), and recent experimental observa-
tions (Biémont and Aouar, 1986, in Drosophila;
Alleman and Freeling, 1986, in maize), such an
equilibrium may be maintained either by the regu-
lation of transposition and excision in response to
copy number by genome, or by a selective process
on individuals as a complex function of the copy

number of elements in the genome. However, we
have only a few ideas on the level of heterozygosity
of such mobile elements in populations. Indeed,
DNA blotting and in situ hybridisation techniques
do not allow heterozygous insertion points of
mobile elements to be detected, except in the latter
technique when the chromatids are separated.

Here, we checked for heterozygosity level by
an indirect way. We analysed highly inbred lines
of Drosophila melanogaster for their insertion pat-
tern of the mobile element mdg-1 (a copia-like
element: Ilyin et al., 1980; Tchurikov et a!., 1981)
by means of in situ hybridisation with a biotiny-
lated-DNA probe (Rigby eta!., 1977; Langer-Safer
et aL, 1982) on the giant chromosomes of salivary
glands. By considering the lines as a random
sample of gametes from individuals of the initial
population, we reconstructed this initial popula-
tion as the ensemble of the expected hybrids
obtained from theoretical crosses of the inbred
lines. Different estimates of genetic diversity were
calculated and discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A population of Drosophila me!anogaster was
established from 50 flies captured in Lerik
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(AzerbaIdjan, USSR). The population so formed
was maintained in the laboratory by mass culture
(around 500 flies per generation), at 25°C, for 12
months before the experiment was started. The
insertion sites of the mdg-1 elements were deter-
mined on the whole genome in two samples of 11
and 13 larvae (analysed at a 1-year interval) from
the population, and on 17 unselected inbred lines
established from this population by sib mating
every generation. The mdg-1 insertion pattern of
the lines were determined at the 15th, 27th and
35th generations.

Salivary glands of third instar larvae reared at
18°C were squashed in 45 per cent acetic acid,
dehydrated in 96 per cent ethanol and air dried.
The slides were incubated in 2 x SSC solution for
30 minutes at 70°C, dehydrated through ethanol
and air dried. They were then treated with
007 NaOH for 2 minutes, dehydrated and then air
dried. A solution of biotinylated-denatured DNA
probe (mdg-1 included in pBR322 that contained
4 x SSC, dextran and 50 per cent formamide was
added to the preparations. Annealing was carried
out overnight in a humid chamber at 37°C. The
slides were then washed in successive changes of
2 x SSC and PBS. The hybridisation sites were
made visible by reacting the chromosomes to a
biotinylated-streptavidin complex labeled with
horseradish peroxidase and finally with
diaminobenzidine and H202 as stains for peroxi-
dase. The slides were then Giemsa stained. The
hydbridisation sites were analysed using coloured
pictures obtained from a phase contrast micro-
scope. Four to six nuclei were analysed per larva.
It was observed that no polymorphism of insertion
exists between different nuclei of the same salivary
gland. For a precise location of the insertion sites,
the pictures of chromosomes from all the larvae
were compared two by two. In case of doubt about
the precise location of the site on the chromosomal
bands, hybrids were done between lines; the loca-
tion of the insertion sites was determined again
and compared to that of the inbred lines. For a
detailed analysis of the patterns of mdg-1 insertion
sites in individuals from the mass-mated popula-
tion and the inbred lines, see Biémont (1986) and
Biémont and Aouar (1986).

RESULTS

Mdg- 1 polymorphism

The number of mdg-1 element insertions (the
labelling sites) on the genome ranged from 11 to

29 for the 17 inbred lines and from 24 to 40 in the
two samples of individuals from the mass-mated
population. The low copy number of insertions in
the inbred lines reflects the segregation in the lines
of the sites that were heterozygous in the in-
dividuals of the initial population.

From the 17 inbred lines, we observed 108, 114
and 106 different insertion sites for the generations
15, 27 and 35, respectively. This is low compared
to 175 and 149 sites observed on the 11 and 13
larvae from the two samples of the mass-mated
population (Biémont, 1986); this may reflect the
fact that 17 inbred lines is not enough to give a
complete picture of the parental insertion pattern.
The smaller number of insertion sites in the second
sample of larvae from the mass-mated population
may be caused by drift in this laboratory popu-
lation.

Since homozygous inbred lines may be con-
sidered as a random sample of gametes from
individuals of the initial population, we analysed
the expected mdg-1 insertion patterns of the n(n —
1)12 hybrids obtained by theoretically crossing the
n inbred lines. Note that the probability to have
n gametes i in a sample of N gametes is:

Cn '' — \NflNPi' Pu
and the probability of an homozygous pair (i, i)
among the n gametes of the sample is n(n —
1)/N(N— 1). Hence, the probability to obtain an
homozygous pair is:

p(i, Cp(1—p1) x n(n —1)/N(N— 1)

N N' n(n—1)
£n!(N—n)! N(N—l)

2
N (N—2)!

fl2(fl2)!(Nfl)!
=p(p +(1 _p))N_2 zp.

So, considering the hybrids without the crosses
between the lines is equivalent as taking 2 gametes
in a binomial way from the ensemble of gametes.

We then calculated the number of labelling
sites, the number of copies in the genome, and the
number of heterozygous insertion sites. We con-
sidered that in first approximation these hybrids
may represent individuals from a mass-mated
population. Overall, 34-38 copies of the element
in the diploid genome corresponded to an average
number of labelling sites around 30-33; among the
sites, 26—28 were heterozygous (see table 1). This
leads to a proportion of heterozygous sites per
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Table 1 Measurements of genetic variability due to mdg-1 insertions

Samples
Genetic
A

variability indexes
H 'H PH400 NH

Generation 15 014 53 026 007 279
Generation 27 013 48 024 007 277
Generation 35 012 4l 025 007 263
Lerik 1 009 29 016 007 281
Lerik2 010 31 017 006 255

A: allelism as defined by Ohta (1985, 1986).
H: Langley's index (Langley et a!., 1983).
P1.1 probability of heterozygous sites among all the sites observed.
PH: the same as H but relative to 400 theoretical possible insertion sites.
NH: heterozygous site number.

hybrid (No of heterozygous sites/No of labelled
sites) equal to 085 on average with a range from
0'62 to 096 (all generations compounded). A
decrease in variance of the number of labelling
sites in the hybrids, from the 15th to the 35th
generations, was caused by a loss of insertion sites
in the inbred lines that led to a decrease in variance
of this insertion number in these lines (fig. 1). Note
also, that the average per individual number of
labelling sites in the mass-mated population was
316 and 296 for the 11 and the 13 larvae samples,
repectively (it was equal to 30'S for the pooled
data); this number was closer to the value calcu-
lated from data on hybrids from the 35th gener-
ation (30.5) than to the values obtained from ear-
lier generations (33.21 and 3246 for the 15th and
27th generations, respectively).

The mass-mated population

Note that a functional relationship exists
between the number of labelled sites, NS, the num-
ber of heterozygous sites, NH, and the number of
copies, NC, so that:

So,

with

Hence,

and

NC=2NS-NH.

2NS= NC+NH

NC = a1NS

NH = a2NS.

NC+NH=(a1+a2)NS

a1 + a2 = 2.

(1)
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Figure 1. Distribution of the number of labelling sites in individuals from the mass-mated population (the data from the two samples
are pooled), and from the inbred lines for the 15th, 27th and 35th generations.
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Of course, the question remains whether the esti-
mates of copy number and proportion of heterozy-
gous sites are good approximations of these num-
bers in the initial mass-mated population. The
problem with the in situ hybridisation technique
is that there is no way to check for such parameters
in individuals from natural populations, except
when the chromatids are separated; but this rarely
happens. So we need other estimates of genetic
variability that could be used for the hybrid and
the mass-mated population data to be compared.

Indexes of genetic variability.

Different measurements of genetic variability were
calculated:

= the probability that a random site will be
heterozygous in a random zygote. This index is
similar to classical heterozygosity measurements
from electrophoresis data. However, it depends on
the number of insertion sites that is considered. In
this calculation we considered each site of insertion
as a classical Mendelian locus as done in some
theoretical approaches of the dynamics of trans-
posable elements (Charlesworth, 1983). The for-
mula used was:

PH = (1/r)(2 j(1—j))
where r is the "total number of sites". If r is equal
to the number of detected sites in the population
and if the population size is large, then the detec-
tion of a new rare site leads to a decrease of
This is not the variation expected for a heterozy-
gosity measure. One solution, however, consists of
taking r as the maximum number of sites that can
be detected by the in situ hybridisation technique
(here 400). This, however, supposes that all these
sites may bear mdg-1 insertions in a given popula-
tion; but, as discussed below, this is not certain
(see also Belyaeva et aL, 1984; Biémont et aL, 1985;
Biémont, 1986). We present here three numbers:
PH where r is taken as the number of sites detected
in the population, PH400 where r equals 400, and
NH, which is the estimated number of hetero-
zygous sites calculated previously (NH =
2 j(1 —J)).
.H = = The mean number of sites at which the
two genomes of a zygote are occupied (Langley et
aL, 1983). This statistic has the important property
of being independent of the number of different
sites detected in the population; detection of a new
rare site scarcely modifies H. However, this para-
meter is not really suitable for measuring genetic
variability if considered alone, as shown by the

following simple example: in population 1 there
exists only one site that is present in all genomes;
in population 2 there exist 100 sites, each of them
having a probability of 1/10. Clearly, population
2 has a higher genetic variability than population
1; but in both cases the value of H is 1. Note,
however, that NH and H taken altogether give a
complete information on the genetic variability.
Indeed, in the above example, the population 1
has NH = 0 and the population 2 has NH =18.

.A =The probability that a random copy of a
genome finds a homologous copy at the same
chromosomal site of another genome of the popu-
lation (Ohta, 1985, 1986). This parameter A is a
good index of genetic variability. Indeed, in the
preceeding example population 1 gives A =1 and
population 2 gives A = 01. The main drawback of
A is the difficulty of its estimation. We simply used(f)/(f) =H/(J).

Note also that we can write

A=(NC-NH)/NC = 1 -(NH/NC).
But, from the equations (1), it appears that
NH/NC=a2/a1; so, A=1—(a2/a1).

These different indexes were computed in the
two different experimental situations: the two
samples from the mass-mated population, and the
individuals from the 17 inbred lines in generation
15, 27 and 35. Since the experimental method gave
no direct access to the value of the frequency f of
sites in an haploid genome, we admitted here that
the frequency of zygotes with no copy in two
homologous sites i was a = (1 —f)2 and we then
estimatedf by 1 —v'a. To compare the mass-mated
population with the inbred lines, we considered
each line as a gamete of the population. We then
estimated J as the frequency of lines with site i.
Since lines were considered as random gametes,
we used hypergeometric models so that:

H (m(m — 1))/(n(n — 1))

A=H/f
NH = 2 m(n — m)/(n(n —1))

PH = NH/r
where m, is the number of inbred lines with an
insertion in the site i; n is the total number of
lines; r is the total number of labelled bands in
the n inbred lines.

The main feature of table 1 is the constancy of
NH opposed to the lower values of A, H and H
in the mass-mated population samples. This may
be due to a greater mobility of mdg-1 in inbred
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lines. The appearance of new sites, in inbred lines,
can be counterbalanced, by a random loss process
leading to a decrease in the number of sites simul-
taneously present in two lines. Note also that the
values of PH (from 016 to 0.24) were low because
of the high homozygosity for element absence,
which results from insertions seen only in one or
two lines. Hence, the new mdg-1 insertions or
excisions that appeared in some inbred lines
(Biémont and Aouar, 1986) should have affected
the values of this parameter. Indeed, an insertion
in a site not already present in a line defines a new
site almost completely homozygous for the absence
of the element; hence, the heterozygosity may go
down. However, from the 15th to the 35th gener-
ations, no significant change was observed for
either PH or the number of heterozygous sites in
hybrid individuals, NH.

We have already noted that PH is sensitive to
the total number of insertion sites; it also depends
on the number of individuals or lines analysed, so
that the minimum value relative to rare insertion
sites is attained for a site carried by only one
individual or line. In this case, the minimum value
is 2[((N— 1)/N)112—(N—1)/N], when calcu-
lated for N individuals, and 2/N when determined
from N inbred lines. Moreover, this parameter is
determined only from sites that were really
observed. However, if the total number of possible
sites of insertion is limited on a population, and
if all these sites are observed in an experiment,
then, this parameter may really express the degree
of heterozygosity for the mobile element that the
population is able to maintain.

Since the various estimates of genetic variabil-
ity were similar whatever the set of data used (from
the mass-mated population or the inbred lines),
we can assume that an average proportion of
heterozygous insertion sites per genome of around
085 is a good approximation of this value in the
mass-mated population.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this paper is to analyse genetic
variability caused by localization of mdg-1 element
insertions. We must first recognise that results
depend on the experimental method. The method
used, in situ hybridisation, is able to define about
400 different hybridisation bands in the polytene
chromomosomes. It is clear that each band does
not correspond to only one insertion site. In the
case of retroviruses, it is known that several inser-
tion sites, inducing different types of tumors, can

be less distant than 15 kb (Silver and Kozak, 1986;
Shen-Ong etaL, 1986), and the in situ hybridisation
only allows mdg-1 to be localised to within a 200 kb
subdivision in the Bridges map. This does not
imply, however, that any nucleotide of the genome
is a suitable insertion site (see Gvozdev, 1981;
Belyaeva et al., 1984; Biémont et aL, 1985;
Biémont, 1986; Pasyukova et a!., 1986). Note that
the appearance of new sites in inbred lines is far
from random; indeed, among 84 transpositions
detected in the generations 27 and 35, only 28 were
on new bands and 56 in bands that have been
already detected (unpublished results); this con-
curs with a limited number of possible insertion
sites and does not corroborate the results of Mont-
gomery and Langley (1983), which showed very
great variation between individuals in transposable
element position on the X chromosomes; it was
shown that their data were consistent with all sites
being uniquely occupied (Kaplan and Brookfield,
1983). Previous data (Belyaeva et aL, 1984;
Biémont et aL, 1985; Biémont, 1986) are more in
agreement with a finite number of possible sites
of insertion in such a way that different individuals
may share some sites in common, and not only
because of homology by descent. The fact that
many new insertions over generations were in sites
already seen in some lines, explains the observed
constancy of PH, NH and A over generations, and
is compatible with the observation that mdg ele-
ments often insert into bands where they had pre-
viously been located (Gerasimova et a!., 1985;
Pasyukova et aL, 1986); of course, one also could
incriminate cross-contamination between lines;
but, since the lines were maintained by only one
sib pair every generation, a contamination by alien
flies should have resulted in a drastic change in
the mdg pattern on all the chromosome arms. Only
minor changes were observed, and not always
simultaneously on all the chromosome arms
(Biémont and Aouar, 1986). Moreover, how can
contamination explain the mdg-1 excisions ob-
served in some lines?

Note, however, that impact on genetic variabil-
ity measurement seems to be similar when using
electrophoresis analysis for which the precision in
allele separation greatly depends on the method
used. If the nucleotide level is considered, then an
infinity of alleles is possible (there exist 3 x i073
possible messengers that could be translated into
a perfect human beta globin). Hence, the genetic
variability measurements computed here must not
be considered as absolute numbers but as a mean
of comparison between different populations or
experimental situations.
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One problem that remains is how to explain
the maintenance of the high heterozygosity level
in individuals (the proportion of heterozygous
insertion sites in a genome is 0.85). Of course,
transpositions may be involved in this variation
but more information on various mobile elements
and on different populations is needed before a
complete understanding of this phenomenon can
be elaborated. This recalls the classical observation
of a substantial level of enzymatic heterozygosity
found in many species. No consensus has been
attained as to how this enzymatic heterozygosity
is maintained in natural populations; and the ques-
tion whether most evolutionary change is governed
by natural selection or by random fluctuations of
adaptatively equivalent variants is still widely
debated (see Lewontin, 1974).

Mobile elements such as mdg-1, by their high
number of insertions in the genome, participate in
the maintenance of the pool of mutations and,
hence, the genetic load (Biémont et a!., 1985;
MukaI et a!., 1983). The way such elements are
regulated and controlled should then help explain
the maintenance of polymorphism in experimental
and natural populations.
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